A GUIDE TO CONVERTING VISITORS INTO CUSTOMERS
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INTRODUCTION

What’s the point in generating a high level of traffic to your site if your visitors leave without becoming a customer or a lead? This is bad news for your bounce rate average as well as your SEO. Aim to provide a rich, personalised experience for each section of your target audience.

To achieve success and maintain growth, you need be testing ways to optimise conversion rates, offering convenience across a variety of devices, and maximising every opportunity to engage with your customers.
THINGS YOU CAN DO TO ENCOURAGE CONVERSIONS

Here are some general guidelines, but bear in mind that there are no hard and fast rules that will work for everybody. Each industry, audience and website is different. And, of course, the definition of success depends on your specific goals.

SETTING GOALS

Without pinning down a specific goal for your landing page, it's impossible to optimise it for encouraging conversions, or to measure success. If you don’t know what you want your visitors to do, how are they supposed to?

What counts as a conversion?

• An online sale
• A user adding a product to their cart
• A user adding an item to their wish list
• Email signups
• Any KPI your company finds valuable

Make sure you can easily track visitors’ activity on the site to give you a picture of their behaviour. Further on we’ll show you how to track conversions.

LANDING PAGES

A landing page is the first page a visitor sees when they arrive on your website. For the purposes of this eBook, we’ll refer to landing pages in terms of where a visitor ‘lands’ after they’ve clicked on a specific campaign, whether that be an ad, through organic search, social media post or a marketing email (as opposed to other pages on your site where a user may find themselves after clicking on an organic search result).

In this case, a landing page is specifically-designed for a single, focused objective – known as a ‘call to action’ (CTA).
What makes a successful landing page?

To maximise conversions and reduce bounce rate as far as possible, your landing pages need to:

- **Be simple and clear to use**
  The headline should make it immediately clear what the page is about and the benefit to the user of taking action.

- **Be persuasive and engaging**
  Use a powerful headline and only use copy if it adds value - don’t be afraid of white space. Also offering prospects something for free, such as a download, can be a powerful motivator.

- **Offer a useful and engaging user experience**
  Answering questions or displaying relevant products; it must also be easy to navigate.

- **Develop credibility and trust in your brand.**
  Through clear brand identity and additional information that reinforces why to choose your brand (such as facts and figures or testimonials where appropriate).

- **Provide a logical and consistent journey from the referral source**
  For example, an organic search result, a PPC ad or a link in an email. Perhaps the most important aspect affecting landing page success - and a theme that runs through each of the factors - is relevancy: a landing page should always seek to provide what the consumer is expecting to see.

- **Contain a clear CTA**
  To you and your colleagues, the journey a customer should take through your site to complete a sale may be blindingly obvious - but that’s because you’re intimately familiar with it (you may even have designed it). However, customers need more direction and, yes, encouragement to take the action you want them to? Make it clear and simple for them to do it. Limiting the options on each page can be an effective technique.
Content

Your landing page needs to lure the consumer through to the desired action, inform them of the benefits, create a desire for the product or service and ultimately allow them to make a purchase, or download a resource, etc. Landing pages are often a consumer’s first interaction with your site, but also their last interaction before purchase – for both situations, you want to make a lasting (and positive) impression.

Add testimonials, case studies & reviews

Positive endorsements reassure visitors that they can trust you.

According to Shopify, you can optimise conversion rate by up to 76% by adding product reviews to your online store, while Jupiter Research found that 77% of consumers read reviews before purchasing online.

TOTAL JOBS

This is the mobile landing page a visitor sees when they click on one of Total Jobs’ paid search ads. The benefit to user is clear (it promises to ‘elevate your job search’), you can scroll through the big name recruiter companies that use the site, plus visitors are asked to input minimal information, which encourages the visitor to take action.

Total Jobs’ goal is for people to search the site for jobs, and this is clear from the page’s CTA. As well as encouraging visitors to interact further with the site, the data users’ enter will probably be captured for future marketing (with the visitor’s permission).
DOMINO’S PIZZA

Domino’s ticks all of the boxes with this organic landing page: persuasive and engaging copy, making its current deal the main feature and adding a dash of humour with the quirky ‘let’s get this dough on the road’, which also establishes brand identity straight away.

The three boxes at the bottom help to build trust, reassuring customers that they can track their order and offering an example of a happy customer who has used their Facebook app.

The CTA is made centre stage, making it super-easy for customers to order. What’s more, a pop-up (although some people hate these) offers a 25% voucher in return for the customer’s email address.
NETFLIX

This landing page is straight-to-the-point; simply and clearly stating the benefits (‘Watch anywhere’ and ‘See what’s next’ - ie, don’t miss out); provides reassurance (‘cancel at any time’); and includes a CTA. It’s also uncluttered and visually appealing:

Speed

If your page takes too long to load (more than two seconds is considered too long – and this applies to your site in general), visitors are going to get bored and won’t even get as far as your perfectly crafted landing page. Game over.

According to KissMetrics, half of consumers expect a web page to load in two seconds or less and 40% of people will abandon a website that takes more than three seconds to load.
**TRACK LANDING PAGE PERFORMANCE**

Landing page stats in Google Analytics allows you to learn a lot about your progress, including:

- how your current strategy is developing your traffic *(New Users/New Sessions)*.

- the time spent on a landing page and average number of pages visited after arriving there; compare this metric with other landing pages to which are performing better or worse than average *(Pages/Session and Avg. Session Duration)*.

- whether visitors are finding what they were looking for when they arrive on the landing page (by analysing Bounce Rate).

- how well your landing pages are performing specific goals *(Goal Conversions/Goal Conversion Rate)*.

- where your visitors are coming from (using the secondary dimension **Default Channel Grouping**, as shown below).

---

**Are visitors converting on your site?**

Setting up Goals allows you to track the actions (ie, Goals or Events) that are most important to your business, for example, conversion rates for ads, form completions, sales etc. To do this, you need to set up Goal Tracking that meets your campaign and commercial objectives. Without them, you can’t accurately measure the effectiveness of your website and marketing activity. See **Google’s explanation of how to set up Goals** in Analytics.
BEYOND THE LANDING PAGE

Navigation

Help customers to find what they’re looking for quickly and easily, and complete a purchase/conversion, when they’re on your site. A bread crumb trail will help visitors keep track of where they are on the site, how they got there and enable them to go back a step(s) if they need to.

The design of your website can be critical to the experience of your online visitors, and small tweaks to the layout may dramatically increase your conversion rate. Make your pages as intuitive, fuss-free and uncluttered as possible for ease of navigation – and get rid of distractions such as pop-ups.

To create an intuitive navigation bar, pin-point the main options on your website and make sure that each one is listed as a category. For example, if you are an online clothes retailer, ensure that your customers have the option to narrow their search down through factors such as price, brand, material and colour.

Product pages

These should be reachable by as few clicks as possible from your home page. A rule of thumb is to follow a logical structure of categories and sub-categories, and do not go more than three levels deep before reaching a product-specific page. This will make sure search engines can find the pages deep in your site that will serve any long tail searches.

Images

Use high quality product images to help the customer evaluate a product and so the customer knows exactly what they’re getting. Ideally, and especially for items such as clothing where attention to detail is crucial, they should be able to zoom into the image to inspect it more closely.
This product page on Very.com offers four different views of the headphones and the option to zoom in for more detail. This is also a good example of the use of a breadcrumb trail above the product to allow customer to keep their bearings on your site.
Some sites offer a ‘quick view’ or ‘add to trolley’ option on product listings so that visitors can take action without moving away from the product selection they’re viewing and ‘losing their place’ on the site, like this example from Argos:

![Product listing example from Argos](image)

According to the [Digital Marketing Institute](https://www.digitalmarketinginstitute.com), 79% of all customers admit to searching for another site if the one that they ended up on didn’t live up to expectations.

It’s good practice to make your [site search box](https://www.click.co.uk) stand out, ensure it can handle long tail semantic searches and enable autocomplete (customers who land on an autocomplete page suggestion are [six times more likely](https://www.click.co.uk) to convert than those who don’t).
Waitrose Florist offers an intuitive search process that returns relevant, easily-filterable results:

**Make it easy to filter results.** Asos.com allows users to filter by product type, style, colour, size and price range (and include or exclude several options within each), as well as customise how they view results, with the choice to ‘favourite’ a product for later comparison.
Use custom algorithms and enhanced landing page content to cross-sell and up-sell by displaying alternatives when a product is out of stock, or by suggesting complementary products and services, or items that other customers have bought alongside that product (a familiar up-sell technique used by Amazon). Here’s an example from Waterstones:

You may also be interested in...

![Image of books](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Puzzles</td>
<td>Sarah Khan</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maths Puzzles</td>
<td>Sarah Khan</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolki's Puzzles</td>
<td>Maria Wilson</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Puzzle Pad</td>
<td>Victoria Wilson</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My First Chess Book</td>
<td>Lucy Green</td>
<td>£7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Illusion 2</td>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Create good quality content. Great content throughout your site not only boosts customer engagement, retention and conversions, but search engines also reward user-friendly pages in their rankings.

Aim to make every page compelling, with substantial, unique, relevant and engaging content. This goes for the copy on your product description pages as well as in your blog posts.

AO.com – renowned for its engaging, user-friendly approach to the potentially dry subject of white goods retail - features high-quality, product-specific copy on its content pages, as well as in-depth buyer guides, helpful articles and FAQs:
Checkout process

Even if you offer the best quality and value on the market, and the rest of your site is a dream to navigate, you'll fall at the final hurdle unless your checkout process is secure, quick and simple to use. Research by marketing software provider, Bronto (illustrated below), found that the average checkout process is five pages long.
You can investigate your conversion data and look into areas in which you can improve your conversion rates. Some questions you may want to ask when looking at this data is, “are you asking for too much personal information at such an early stage of the buying cycle?” “Are there too many steps within the payment process?” and “Can my potential new customers purchase easily via guest checkout?”.

You could also consider implementing a step-indicator, which gives customers a clear view of their progress.

A smooth, secure checkout is crucial for eCommerce success. You need to ensure:

- Strong calls-to-action (CTAs) on your checkout page to entice your customers to do what you want them to do
- Prominent shopping basket buttons on your product pages
- A secure, user-friendly payment process on your checkout page
Contact us, live chat feature or chatbot

One thing that is often overlooked when it comes to UX is a live chat function. More and more websites are now using this in order to add an additional layer of customer support. **31% of online shoppers** from both the US and UK say they’d be more likely to purchase after a live chat.

You can use a simple plug-in to implement a continual 'contact us’ feature that opens the opportunity for interaction on screen, regardless of where the user navigates.

When a user experiences an “I want to go” moment, the last thing you want to do is make them wonder how to reach you.

Clearly display your contact details, including phone number, email address and social media buttons, and ensure you respond promptly to queries.

**Mobile-First**

Desktop is no longer the default for users, or for Google – mobile searches now outstrip those on desktops and tablets - and mobile shoppers expect to get what they need from your site quickly and easily, or they’ll simply go elsewhere.

Make sure you’re optimising your retail customers’ mobile experience for search, UX and conversions. Being **Mobile Friendly** isn’t a nice-to-have; it’s must.

**Abandoned baskets**

**Forrester Research** estimates that 87% of consumers abandon their baskets, resulting in $18 bn of lost revenue annually.

All is not lost if you lose a sale - it’s possible to re-engage with a customer and entice them back to your site to complete their transaction. Two methods that work well to remind customers what they’re missing include: **remarketing**, where you target users with ads for items in which they’ve shown interest; or an **automated abandoned basket email** (either of which could include an added incentive, such as a discount or special offer). Despite research showing that a basket reminder strategy can recover **as much as 25% of abandoned revenue**, the majority of retailers (59%) don’t employ this strategy.
Here’s an example of a remarketing email I received after I had added items to my basket, reminding me that I left the site without completing the transaction:

And a remarketing ad shown to me on a new website by a clothing site I’d previously visited:
TWEAKING AND TESTING CHANGES TO YOUR SITE

Conversion rate optimisation (CRO)

CRO is the process of optimising your landing pages to encourage visitors to take actions you want them to, by experimenting with various design features, layout and CTAs. The results give you valuable insights into what influences your customers’ online behaviour that will have long term benefits for your business. The important thing about CRO is that you take a structured approach of testing and analysis, to allow you to evaluate your ideas for making improvements before you commit to making them permanent, rather than relying on guesswork.

How CRO can help your business

• Immediately impact your bottom line
• Increase the ROI of all traffic, whatever your budget
• Make permanent improvements to your site
• Create a knowledge bank of best practices to inform future strategies

Testing is the focus of CRO. Whether this is via A/B testing (sending equal numbers of consumers to two or more variations of a landing page and comparing the variations to the original) or multivariate testing (where several changes are tested on the same page), your changes must be made for the duration you specify at the start of the test. Commit to your hypotheses and test for set durations with the specified changes (don’t be tempted to tinker).

By carrying out regular and thorough testing on your landing pages you can further encourage a positive experience for your consumers and increase the likelihood that they will return to make additional purchases.

Testing different colours, placements and copy for your CTA buttons is a good place to try running A/B user tests as part of a CRO (conversion rate optimisation) strategy. This eBook takes you step-by-step through a tried and tested process to help you maximise the benefits of CRO for your business. As well as planning your tests, this shows you how to: build and check your tests; do simultaneous testing; run and monitor you tests; and apply the results of your tests.
CASE STUDIES

We improved conversion rate by carrying out the following texts for clients who were experiencing high traffic levels, but wanted to increase sales leads – and turn passive browsers into active users.

Adjustamatic Beds

Banner image test

For the orthopaedic beds and reclining chairs supplier, we trialled a new picture within a banner to test whether the image of younger, happier couple was more appealing to the user (with the hypothesis that people prefer image that reflect the way they perceive themselves).

We also highlighted the key words within the text snippet next to the image to iterate to users the key benefits of the Adjustable Bed Range. The aim was to see which was more appealing to the user.

Control banner:

Banner featuring younger, happier couple:
The version with the younger couple produced an increased number of visitors requesting a brochure or demonstration - an incredible conversion rate uplift of 116.82%.

Call to action test

The ‘Free demonstration’ was the poorest performing call to action on Adjustamatics’ website. We trialled versions using different wording (‘Get a Quote’ or ‘Get a Price’,) to see whether this would increase the number of overall leads.

Control:

Get a price:

Get a quote:

Both variations performed better than the control, and Get a Quote significantly better. This was due to the wording of the CTA suggesting it required less input from the user, and that visitors shopping at this price range are interested in value first before assessing whether they want to go ahead with a free demonstration.
PURPLE PARKING

Trustpilot above-the-fold test

Airport parking specialist Purple Parking had a really good Trustpilot score, giving reassurance to users that the site, and the company, was reputable. This is particularly important with it being a third party supplier.

Control Trustpilot (below-the-fold):

Control Trustpilot (above-the-fold):
We saw extremely strong results for both confidence levels and an uplift in sales – a strong indication that the trust logos are extremely beneficial to inspire users to click onto the next step.

Form urgency test

On the payment page, we trialled pop-up messages that showed the real-time rate at which other users were booking, and the interest that was being shown in the same or similar products. This gives the user a sense of urgency to book it due to the limited products available.

Control:

With pop-ups:

The test showed that using pop-ups meant the page’s exit rate dropped and average time on page increased. It appears that this pop up is functioning well to increase urgency and as deterrent for users to leave.
CONCLUSION

The key to encouraging visitors to take the action you want them to is to make it as easy as possible for them to do so. This means clear instructions in the form of calls to action, and a slick experience in terms of speed and navigation.

Of course the well-established rules of marketing still apply: to engage and persuade by selling the benefits and creating desire. You also need to convince visitors that they can trust you with their data, their money, or both.

But it’s not just what happens when customers are on your site that maximises your chances of getting them to convert.

Setting goals beforehand and measuring results afterwards are crucial steps - analytics tracking and CRO testing allow you to measure what works, what doesn’t and how to optimise for success.
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